This paper presents a learning based method for pedestrians detection, combining appearance and depth map descriptors. Recent works have presented the added value of this combination. We propose two contributions: 1) a comparative study of various depth descriptors including a fast descriptor based on average depth in a sub-window of the tested area and 2) an adaptation of the Adaboost algorithm in order to handle heterogeneous descriptors in terms of computational cost. Our goal is to build a detector balancing detection rate and execution time. We show the relevance of the proposed algorithm on real video data.
INTRODUCTION
The pedestrian classification is one of the most requested tools in the video surveillance field. Some specific solutions exist in the context of video acquired with stationary cameras. In this case, image features from the spatial and temporal domains are fused in order to jointly learn the correlation between appearance and foreground information based on background subtraction (Yoa and Odobez, 2008) . Some other works (Dalal et al., 2006) , (Wojek et al., 2009 ) have used the fusion of the appearance and movement in the image in order to improve results.
The method described in this article can not use these combinations because its implementation field is linked with the use of cameras embedded on moving vehicles. Issues linked with this class of application are the reliability and the computing time of the detector. During the last years, the community has paid attention to depth map information coming from sensors using stereovision (Walk et al., 2010) , (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2011) , (Ess et al., 2008) , in order to have an efficient classification. We will present some of these descriptors and their performances when they are used by an Adaboost learning algorithm.
Works (Walk et al., 2010) combining both appearance and disparity descriptors have been also published recently. However, the fusion of several descriptors often increases the processing time. In addition, this difference of computation time is never included in the learning phase of the detector while the objectives of the application are to achieve a real-time solution. We propose a modification of Adaboost algorithm by introducing a penalty linked with algorithmic complexity of each descriptor.
In a first part, we present different weak classifiers based on depth information. Then we compare them with the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) method based on the image luminance. In a second part, we will present an innovative learning method, called Heterogeneous Adaboost (HAB), designed to merge several detectors, by taking into account the computing time of each algorithm.
DEPTH DESCRIPTORS
In this first section four descriptors of the depth map are presented. The first three are based on local deviations of depth. The last one is calculated on the depth itself.
In the Figure 1 , the left image shows a pedestrian moving in an industrial environment. The pseudo image on the right of the figure shows the representation of the associated depth map.
The Figure 2 shows, in its upper part, a set of depth maps for pedestrians (positive examples)and its lower part examples of depth maps of the environment (negative examples). The creation of this map is made by a conventional method for dense depth map in real time, not presented in this article. A sliding window strategy (with a ratio of width to height equals 1 2 ) covering the ground level, is used to scan the depth image ( Figure 3 ). For each window, a feature vector composed a of set of local descriptors from the depth map, is computed. Then vectors are evaluated following a model created during off-line learning stage. 
Comparison of Descriptors
The use of depth map-based descriptors is recent. We have adapted well-known efficient descriptors of appearance to be used on the depth map. We have also created a specific descriptor of the depth map. We present four depth map descriptors with HOG as a reference method on real images.
HOG-depth
This descriptor describes the depth map with as a Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) of depth. This descriptor type is typically used to represent images in appearance (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) generally. The version used for the study, has been enriched with the gradient magnitude, (Begard et al., 2008) : a normalized histogram of nine magnitudes of orientation (from 0 • to 180 • ) is built from the map of depth gradient. Then this histogram is enriched with a tenth value: the gradient magnitude.
Covariance Matrix (MatCov)
This descriptor, derived from the work of Tuzel (Tuzel et al., 2008 ) offers a pedestrian coding from the covariance matrices of appearance and its spatial derivative, calculated on sub-windows of the scan. Our proposition is the same as the previous one but using information from the depth map with the data [x y d] where x and y are the coordinates of pixel and d the depth value of this pixel. Then the covariance matrix is in a connected Riemannian manifold M 3×3 .
projects the manifold to the tangent space using the formula:
Where X and µ are two symmetric positive matrices. With: (4) µ is the point of the weighted average of the covariance matrices, coming from the formula:
So an essential metric for the comparison of the two covariance matrices is defined.
Covariance, Depth Variance (CovVar)
The previous descriptor (MatCov) has the drawback of being quite heavy in terms of computation time. So one simplified version, consisting of the definition of a distance which does not take any more account of the properties of the Riemannian manifold, has been used. In the covariance matrix 3 * 3 created with the data [x y d], the two first columns are constant. Thus, the matrix is reduced to its last column and we get the
. So the norm L2 to define the distance between two descriptors can be used by this reduction.
Average
We propose a simple descriptor based on the average of the differences between the test depth d and measured depth z in a sub-area of the window of analysis. This descriptor called M r i is associated with the region r i , and it is defined by the following equation:
Where n is the number of defined depth points z. The sizes and positions of regions r i are defined during the learning phase. This average depth-based descriptor may remember the descriptor DispStat (Walk et al., 2010 ) using a fixed cutting up of the disparity map.
Performance Comparison
The performance comparison of the different descriptors was done by using a learning machine type Adaptive Boosting algorithm (Freund and Schapire, 1999) and a decision stump classifier type for HOG-depth, CovVar, Average, and HOG on appearance. In the case of a learning phase with MatCov, the weak classifier is a linear regression done on the components of symmetric matrices.
Assessment Protocol
Learning has been done on a video shot inside a warehouse where 10, 000 images of negative examples and 1, 500 images of positive examples have been extracted. Each tested area R is divided into 1, 482 rectangular regions r i .
In boosting methods, a new weak classifier is chosen at each round of learning. Then the n chosen weak classifiers are combined in a new strong classifier. Each strong classifier is evaluated on 10, 000 images of negative examples and 1, 500 images of positive examples taken from a test video shot in a different warehouse of this one the learning one. Following tests done, the maximum of performance on the test database can be achieved through a strong classifier, created after the one which has reduced the learning error to 0 in the learning phase. As about 100 rounds of Adaboost are required by classifiers to reduce the learning error to 0 on the learning database, we have chosen to execute 300 rounds on the learning database to maximize the probability of regulation of the maximum performance on the test database. The 300 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) associated with each classifier are compared and the best curve is selected, according to the criterion:
Sur f ace(Curve t )
Thus, each classifier type can be evaluated at its maximum performance regardless of the number of rounds completed. A similar test of the HOG descriptor on the appearance will be the reference curve.
Results
The figure shows ROC curves obtained by using the previous protocol. The curves have been compared at a detection rate of 90% to the reference HOG curve (red). HOG-Depth curve (green) has a false positive rate of 15% or 11% above the baseline (4% The results obtained using our Average classifier created specifically to work on the depth map are as good as the ones obtained using HOG appearance. That confirms our initial hypothesis: the depth map is sufficient to classify pedestrians. These encouraging results, on the use of the depth map for the pedestrian classification, open a new way of merger with a appearance descriptor.
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HETEROGENEOUS ADABOOST
The work (Walk et al., 2010) of Walker et al. has shown that the fusion of descriptors of appearance, motion and disparity improves significantly the classification results. However, this one generates an increase in computing time which can be a limited factor not acceptable for real-time application.
In this second part, we propose to take account of a constraint of algorithms cost, softened by α ∈ [0, 1], in the Adaboost algorithm (Friedman et al., 1998) (Heterogeneous Adaboost , HAB). It will be selection criteria of heterogeneous descriptors to create a strong and fast classifier. Also, the depth descriptors presented in the previous section, will be combined with HOG appearance in a global learning phase.
Following the results of the previous study, the method CovVar will be preferred to MatCov method because the change of the method MatCov by CovVar method damages a little bit results while reducing the computation time.
Algorithm HAB
Let C be the set of weak learning algorithms to Adaboost. We define an algorithm as a component descriptors. We associate to each algorithm, its algorithmic cost λ c . The algorithmic cost can be estimated from the complexity of the descriptor, or measured statistically on a target machine.
One algorithmic cost softened normalizedλ c , enabling management of the influence of algorithmic cost in the calculation of the pseudo error penalized, is calculated using the equation:
where α ∈ [0; 1] is a softening coefficient choosen empirically.
In the classical AdaBoost, the criterion to minimize is calculated as follows:
Withh c t : x → {−1; 1} the response of the weak classifier. We propose to penalize the criterion to minimize ε c t by the algorithmic costλ c in HAB. So the new equation of the criterion to minimize (penalized) becomes:ε 
When one component of a descriptor is chosen by the algorithm, other ones related components of the same descriptor are calculated simultaneously. Therefore, the algorithmic cost λ c of all components of descriptors already calculated change and should be updated. So we introduced the algorithmic cost λ 0 of classification without calculation.
For each component c already calculated, λ c is replaced by the algorithmic cost empty λ 0 . The new normalized softened algorithmic costλ c is recalculated.
Algorithm 1 on page 5 describes the different stages of Heterogeneous Adaboost.
Algorithmic Cost
The evaluation of the complexity of the descriptor and the statistical measure of processing time on a target machine are among the possibilities to estimate the algorithmic cost λ c of weak classifiers c ∈ C. We chose to measure the average time (ns) of calculation required to calculate a weak classifier. The figure 5 represents the algorithmic cost 1 for each method CovVar, HOG, HOG-depth and Average, and the algorithmic cost (called empty) cited in the HAB algorithm, evaluated by a classifier that returns an empty vector. The algorithmic cost varies from 1, 100ns for CovVar to 31ns for the Average classifier which is close to 22.5ns of the classifier empty. This classifier is also four times faster than the reference HOG and its derivative HOG-Depth (130ns).
We define the algorithmic cost Λ t of the strong classifier output of the rounds t of HAB following 
for c = 1 to C do 7:
Call the weak classifier learner WeakLearn c with the distribution w t that returns a weak classifier h c t = 1 2 P w t (y=1|x) P w t (y=−1|x) of algorithmic cost λ c .
8:
Calculate the penalized criterion to minimizẽ
end for 10:
Select the weak classifier that minimizes the penalized criterion to minimize: 
12:
Update of the new algorithmic cost λ c = λ 0 for all c calculated at the same timeĉ. 
where λ c is the algorithmic cost of the weak classifier selected round t.
Choice of the Softening Coefficient α
The magnitude of the algorithmic costλ c greatly influenced the choice of the weak classifier in the HAB algorithm. To manage this influence, a softening coefficient α is applied (equation 8). The latter is chosen accordingly to the learning error and the computing time Λ t . In this section, we will present the influence and the choice of a coefficient α for HAB with HOG+Average descriptor.
Learning Error
The AdaBoost algorithm minimizes the learning error for each of his rounds. The figure 6 shows the learning error ε t based on the number of rounds t for classical Adaboost (red) and the HAB algorithm (blue). As we can see, the learning error of Adaboost is less the HAB error.
In the figure 7, we represented the learning error based on the algorithmic cost of strong classifiers Λ t (equation 11) to account for the algorithmic cost. In this case, algorithm HAB (blue) reduces the learning error faster than classical Adaboost (red) regardless of the algorithmic cost (Time). 
Determination of the Coefficient α
The experiments have showed that the algorithmic cost influences strongly the selection of weak classifiers. We have looked for to manage its influence by assigning a softening coefficient α (equation 8) to it. The figure 8 shows the learning error based on the algorithmic cost (time) for a representative sample of possible values α ∈ {0; 0.06; 0.12; 0.25; 0.50; 1}. In this figure, the curve α 1 (black) represents the learning error without softening coefficient. The percentage error of the learning curve has reached only 5% error at the end of 300 rounds of learning. The curve α 0 (dark blue) represents the evolution of the learning error without algorithmic cost (softening maximum, similar to a classical AdaBoost). The other curves are related to values of the coefficient α ∈ [0; 1]. The value of this coefficient has a very significant effect on the performance of the algorithm. Curve α 0.12 (green) appears to be a good compromise between the decrease of the learning error and computing time. To verify the effectiveness of the curve α 0.12 , we used the data of the areas of ROC curves of the protocol section 2.2.1 (page 3) that we posted on a algorithmic cost Λ t . The figure 9 shows the 1-surface of the ROC curves as a function of time for α ∈ {0; 0.06; 0.12; 0.25; 0.50; 1}.
It confirms the performance of the curve α 0.12 (green). 
Fixed Computation Time
This section presents the experiments conducted on the test dataset, to compare method performance with those of HAB on the three classical Adaboost weak classifiers HOG+Average, HOG+CovVar et HOG+HOG-Depth. The protocol used is identical to the one presented in section 2.2.1 (page 3). A maximum time limit lim for the time variable Λ t is defined to reflect the real-time constraint.
Sur f ace(Curve t ) if Λ t lim 0 if Λ t > lim (12) The time limit lim is set to 2.5µs and 1.25µs corresponding respectively to 10 and 20 frames per second. This time limit has been estimated to account for a number of 40, 000 tests sub-window to evaluate an image. Figure 10 others curves are learned with HAB and a coefficient α determined accordingly to the protocol presented above. The coefficient α is equal 0.12 for HOG+Average (black), 0.06 for HOG+CovVar (red) and 0.05 for HOG+HOG-Depth (purple). In both figures, the curves generated by HAB present a detection rate (SE) better than their counterparts produced by classical Adaboost regardless of the false positive rate (1-SP).
On the other hand, whatever the selected time, the best strong classifier is given by HOG+Average learning (black).
The figure 4 (of page 3), showed that the CovVar method is more efficient than HOG-Depth. However, the CovVar algorithmic cost is ten times higher than the HOG-Depth (figure 5). The figures 10 and 11 show that the merger by HAB leads to a combination HOG+HOG-Depth that outperforms HOG+CovVar.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
In this paper, in a first part, we have proposed and presented different descriptors of the depth map. Following of the tests results the Average descriptor provides performance equivalent to HOG descriptor which is our reference.
In a second part, we have proposed a change of the Adaboost algorithm taking account of the algorithmic cost λ c for the selection of each weak classifier. This new algorithm (HAB) has been evaluated on the fusion of a appearance descriptor (HOG) with descriptors of the depth map (CovVar, HOG-depth and Average). The ROC curve which has a fixed processing time, is superior to the conventional Adaboost approach. The output of HAB algorithm evaluates Algorithms cost of strong classifier Λ t also.
The HAB algorithm could be adapted to the use of a cascade (Viola and Jones, 2001 ) by setting a processing time of each floor. In addition, the computational cost of each classifier can be redefined at each stage in order to favour slow but efficient detectors at the end of the cascade.
